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Dear Pegg', !,  , 	 4/4/93 

Our bearded Harrydan has been in the back of my mind most of the day although by 

about 3:30 I had completed a rough draft of about 5,000 words on a different subject. 

It tired me some. 

Parenthetically, 1  lock forward to getting the copy of Harry's letter to Mary 

anointing me his new ringleader of his imagined conspiracy against him. I look forward 

to sending that all by itself in an envelope to my friend. 

I think more and more as I suggested yeeterday, that in thinking of your artcile 

you should keep a book in the inner recesses becauSe Harry himself has scripted a delight- 

ful farce for you. 

I'm going to try to get a few clear prints of a few frames of the Zapruder film, 
, 

the ol3rious cause of his recent conclusion that it was toyed with. Ile has to be yid" 

referring to some the Commission did not print but I forced into tkn public turamtxx 

accesibility because while his HT 2 is based on his notion (if it is based on a4hing, 

it is that disorganized) that the back of JFK's head was blown out it is clearly 

visible not at all blown out and there is no blood vieible on it or even on the shirt 

collar. There is more to this than I tell you now but it forcedm to admit to me, 

L...1. 

So also with the tgying with the autopsy film on which he first book depends so 

much. The disproof o that I  published in 1975. He response is that what I wrote is in-

comprehensible. So I can provide that and it is quite simple, unequivocal and correct 

from the accompanying facsimile,  reproduction of the official record on which I based 

what I wrote. OP #71 

His spurious invention that the Bronson film also was doctored Gary Mn cht can 

and I am sure will exp4n. It is over that that Gary became one of this conspirators, 

that and Ilary's urging,Kgales not to let Harry see the film because if his record 

misquoting Gary. It was impossible given their known history, for any frame of the 

original of either film to have been altered. The existing copies would prove the 

alteration. 

These are just a few thingsthat would both flesh a book out and make it include 
all his crazy books. 

Tkfer  HTZ V1/11}1 	. laoluntarily, that he was wrong.  


